
Awaken your passion for the road

From the city to the countryside, 

From the suburbs into the metropolis

Responsive to the way you move

Your dreams, business, passion,

Your life as only you would have it,

Driving Emotion - Hankook Tire
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Our new corporate identity symbolizes sophistication, high technology, and globalization. As a leading

tire manufacturer, these core principles will guide us through the 21st century. It speaks of our

challenge-driven, enterprising, innovative, and future-oriented spirit, as well as our determination to

remain loyal to our customers. Finally, it expresses our vision and goal to position Hankook Tire as a

powerful global brand.

New Vision, New Leadership

The new corporate identity reflects Hankook Ti r e ’s Proactive Tireship. It symbolizes our progressive

outlook and leadership of the industry, our ability to respond quickly to consumer needs and anticipate

market trends.

The new corporate identity is a visual realization of these ideas, as a reflection of Hankook Tire’s deep

commitment to customer satisfaction and exemplification of a corporate culture that is dynamic and

future-oriented.

Proactive Tireship

New Corporate Identity

Basic Logo



New Corporate Identity

Our new symbol - Movement - conveys our dynamism. Based on the geometric design of a tire and

conveying the abstract image of flight, the logo implies speed and aerodynamics. The contrasts

found in the motifs of its design, curved and straight lines, thin and thick forms, sharp and dull

edges, are simple, yet modern and dynamic. The logo’s primary color is orange, to deliver an image

of innovative technology and speed.

Logo Symbol 

While creating an impression of intimacy and warmth, the logo’s type expresses the practicality and

safety of our products. Black is used as the primary color for the logo type to symbolize tires, while

bringing to mind intelligence and high-end technology. The use of white and silver as supplementary

colors brings to mind the use of unparalleled technologies and creates a modern brand identity.

Logo Type

Main Vertical Logo

Pantone 1655

Pantone 8400

Black



New Corporate Identity

Sidewall

Emotion T-shirt

Business Card

Sub Graphic Element



New Corporate Identity

Sign for Dealerships

Test Vehicles

Incheon Distribution Center Sign





2001

1,624

1,405

219

1,405

119

41

30

1,916

956

960

210

6,619

1,584

99.6%

3.2%

2002

1,859

1,579

280

1,579

103

74

70

1,857

856

1,001

476

6,847

2,032

85.5%

7.0%

2003

1,999 

1,677 

322

1,677

170

144

102

1,862

776

1,086

694

7,426

2,106

71.5%

9.4%

Total Sales

Sales for Korean Operations

Sales for Chinese Subsidiaries

Hankook Tire (Korean Operations)

Sales

Operating Income

Ordinary Income

Net Income

Total Assets

Total Liabilities

Total Shareholders’Equity

Earnings Per Share (In Won)

☆ Book-Value Per Share (In Won)

* Cash-Flow Per Share (In Won)

Debt-to-Equity Ratio

Return On Equity

1999

1,353

1,277

76

1,277

127

60

41

1,895

1,098

797

284

5,344

1,650

137.8%

5.2%

2000

1,502

1,313

189

1,313

106

34

23

1,948

1,017

931

160

6,377

1,090

109.3%

2.5%

Financial Highlights

Growth in Sales

Total Sales

In Billions of Korean Won In Billions of Korean Won

Net Income

Net Profit Margin Debt-to-Equity Ratio

Return on Equity

Financial Highlights

In Billions of Korean Won

◇⃟ Restated financial statement for 2001 due to an error  
☆ Ten-for-one split on Aug. 1, 1998
* 96.4% capital increase without consideration on May 24, 1999

Chinese Subsidiaries
Korean Operations



Dear valued customers, 
shareholders, and 
esteemed partners



2003 was a year of phenomenal success at Hankook Tire. We became the first domestic

tire manufacturer to export more than 700 million US dollars. We recorded sales of

1.6769 trillion won, up 6.2% from the year before. Our recurring profit stood at 143.6

billion won, a rise of 93.5% from the previous year, and net income rose 46% to 101.5

billion won.

The positive results reflect our success in overcoming a number of adversities: the war in

Iraq, logistical problems, and low domestic demand. We can also credit our success in

2003 to our ongoing business initiatives and efforts to build Hankook Tire into a market-

driven company. 2004 presents several challenges, among them rising raw material

prices and lingering uncertainties over global security. However, our overall capacity is

stronger than ever and we are positioned to make 2004 a year of transformation, to leap

forward as a world leader in tire manufacturing.

We have three key objectives for the coming year. We will solidify our position as the

unrivaled market leader in Korea and China and as the second leading tire manufacturer

worldwide. Our strategy for the domestic market is to provide impeccable customer

service and expand strategic product sales. Aggressive marketing will be implemented,

to build on our solid footing in international markets. 

Next, we will continue to implement innovative business measures, bolstering our

product development competitiveness using global Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

integration; Performance Innovation (PI) in the research and development sector; Six-

Sigma-based quality management and performance; and our Total Operational

Performance (TOP) project. At the same time, we will accomplish “best-practice” and

create a highly efficient and competitive corporation.

Lastly, Hankook Tire will emerge as a global company, meeting the highest international

standards. Management transparency will be increased to fulfill the expectations of our

growing ratio of foreign shareholders. In addition, we will satisfy our domestic and foreign

investors with more impressive results. 

We wil l  continue to build upon our success. Thank you for your support and

encouragement. 

Sincerely,

Cho Chung Hwan
CEO

March 2004

Message from the CEO



HANKOOK TIRE - A Market-Driven Company

Business Activities 2003



Hankook Tire was the first domestic tire
manufacturer to record exports of over 

700 million US dollars.

This export milestone was set in December 2003(January 1, 2003 to December 23, 2003 on

FOB Basis). Over 20 million tires were exported, which if spread out end-to-end would

measure a distance of 12,000 km.

Our global network includes two local headquarters in Germany and China. We have ten

overseas subsidiaries, including those in the US, the UK, France, Italy, Spain and Japan and

six branch offices. We have evolved into a global company, selling products in over 170

countries, while also contributing to the globalization of domestic brands through marketing

activities tailored to meet local needs. 

2003 saw a surge in the sales of our Ultra High Performance (UHP) tires in major export

markets of North America and Europe. We raised our brand recognition by expanding the

volume of our tire sales and by supplying Original Equipment (OE) tires for globally

renowned automakers, including Ford, Volkswagen, and Renault.  

Overseas Sales

Major export results by year (1962~2003) In 100 Millions of US dollars



Globally renowned technologies

In 2003, we continued to prove the unparalleled superiority of our products. In tests

conducted by a number of well-recognized automotive publications, we were rated alongside

leading tire producers, including Bridgestone, Michelin and Goodyear Tire & Rubber.

Automotive magazines like ADAC and Auto Bild praised Hankook Tire products for

innovation and value added benefits.

Results of Tire Tests Conducted by 
Globally Recognized Industry 
Publications, 2003

■ Ventus Sports K104
Rated “Very Recommendable”, the highest rating awarded by Auto Bild, Germany.
In March 2003, Auto Bild, a German automotive magazine with a weekly circulation of 1.5 million copies, 
tested UHP tires manufactured by the major tire makers from six countries, including Bridgestone, Michelin, 
Continental, Goodyear Tire & Rubber, Hankook Tire, and Kumho Tires. 
Ventus Sports K104 was given the top “Very Recommendable” rating for meeting superior European UHP 
225/40R18 tuning specifications.

▶Ventus Sports K104 / Korea’s first Y-Grade class tire (300km/h speed guaranteed) 
Three years of research began in 2000 and cost 5 billion won. The result is superior performance for high-
speed driving. The tire is often referred to as a “road-racing tire”.

■ Optimo K406
Rated “Recommendable” by ADAC, Germany 
ADAC, the world’s largest automotive magazine with over 13 million copies sold per month, conducted tire 
performance tests in February 2003. The results showed Optimo K406 tires, manufactured by Hankook Tire 
for export to Europe, as being more recommendable than tires manufactured by Firestone, Fulda, Goodyear 
Tire & Rubber, Dunlop, and other global tire manufacturers.

▶Optimo K406 / High Performance (HP) H/VR class tires for passenger cars for the European market 
(240km/h speed guaranteed)  
This product was developed through three years of research and an investment of 15 billion won to surpass 
those manufactured by major global tire makers.  

■ Ventus Z211
Selected as an official product for the US SCCA 2003 Race
Ventus tires were selected as an official product at the 2003 race organized by the Sports Car Club of 
America (SCCA), the largest motor sports organization in the US. At this race, Hankook Tire once again 
proved the superiority of its racing tire manufacturing technologies.

▶Ventus Z211 / Advanced tires with an acceleration response capacity of 270km/hr
This product targets the North American motor sports market that demands high standards for cornering, grip, 
and durability.



Domestic Sales

Successful launch of XQ-Optimo
Our strategic product for the premium comfort market

Responding to the growing popularity of mid-sized cars and the expansion of the

premium comfort products market, Hankook Tire launched the XQ-Optimo series.

O ffering superior quality, the XQ-Optimo combines comfort with low noise, and

embodies the Three Ss: Silence, Softness, and Safety. 

To develop the XQ-Optimo series, we reflected upon the increasing popularity of mid-

sized and large cars. The series was produced to meet market needs, emphasizing

s a f e t y, comfort and silence. We are constantly working to fulfill the needs of XQ-

Optimo customers through constant monitoring of customer satisfaction and

purchasing habits, improving our brand image, and developing new products for the

future.

Target car model: mid-size to large sedan
Target market: consumers preferring high-level 

comfort with less noise

Size tested: 205/60R15V
Car model tested: New EF Sonata

XQ-OPTIMO
(EXCELLENT QUALITY)

EXCELLENT SILENCE

EXCELLENT SOFTNESS

EXCELLENT SAFETY

The XQ-Optimo

XQ –OPTIMO’s position

Results of product tests

A tire of superior quality,
bringing you more comfort and

less noise

Economy

O/CLASSIC

XQ-OPTIMO

M/C (MXV4)

KH(XELEX DX)

Premium

Sports Comfort

Black BirdⅤ
Premium high-speed driving tire

VR class OPTIMO Classic Plus
Low balance comfort tire
H-VR class

Tire Noise Road surface 
noise

Comfort Steering 
stability

Dry surface 
braking

Wet surface
breaking

XQ-OPTIMO
High comfort, low noise tire
V-WR class

Ventus K102
Inch-up tuning tire

WR class

Ventus K104
Highest performing sports tire

YR class

OPTIMO Green
Economy-class tire

HR class



R&D Results 2003
Committed to preserving our reputation as a company that heavily invests in R&D, we

maintained the highest domestic sales vs. R&D investment ratio of 5% in 2003. Short-term

results are not a priority at Hankook Tire; we focus on enhancing the long-term

competitiveness of our products through continuous innovation. In addition, we strive to

develop key high-end products for the value-added tire market.

New Products

Technology 
Certifications

New 
Technologies

2003 Achievements

▶ Development of a total of 18 
Pattern 448 size tires
- UHP: 5 Pattern 92 size
- PCR: 5 Pattern 127 size
- L T R: 4 Pattern 83 size
- TB: 3 Pattern 65 size

▶ Focus on overseas OE capacity
- Europe: VW
- Europe: FORD
- China: Mazda

▶ Tests by foreign automotive publications
- Chosen as “recommendable” by seven 

publications, including ADAC, Germany

▶ Focus on the racing market
- Domestic and foreign motor sports industries

▶ Design process innovation
- Technologies for designing tread patterns 
- Creating technologies for tire layout and 

semi-manufactured products

▶ Materials processing / 
manufacturing technologies
- Changes in PCR belt materials
- Reduction of PCR/LTR vulcanization time

▶ Overseas OE
- Europe: FORD, VW
- North America: FORD
- China: Shanghai: VW

▶ Tests by foreign publications
- ADAC (13 million copies per month)
- Auto Bild (6 million copies per month)
- Auto Motor Sport (1.6 million copies per month)
- Gutefahrt (130,000 copies per month)

▶ UHP (Ultra High Performance)
- Replacement of Main K104
- For Aurora
- For UHPT-Race medium 

characteristics

▶ TB (Truck & Bus)
- Tires for cargo vehicles - front and rear wheels

for domestic market
- Tires for medium-haul vehicles - rear wheels

for North American market

2004 Plan

Research & Development

Investments in R&D by year

Category

Investment

-Investment in R&D

-Ordinary Expense for R&D

Percentage of Sales

2003

83.8

29.7

54.1

5.0%

2004(T)

85.6

30.8

54.8

4.8%

2002

64.3

19.8

44.5

4.1%

In Billions of Korean Won



TOP project for cost reduction
At Hankook Tire, employees are encouraged to seek ways to improve the company’s cost

structure. To all who propose innovative ideas, we provide active support and incentives that

are the highest in the industry.

The TOP project was initiated at the Geumsan Factory in February 2003 to maximize cost

efficiency. Active participation from all departments including marketing, sales, production, and

management made the production sector more competitive while our sales revenue structure

improved dramatically.

Foundations were laid within the management structure for verifying financial results and for

building a management system to connect all divisions at headquarters to the R&D division.

The outcome was significantly reduced costs. The TOP project integrates several existing

business innovation projects, such as Six-Sigma and Total Productive Maintenance (TPM), to

generate better synergistic effects.

New performance management system

Hankook Tire implemented a system to assist in setting concrete goals and strategies for all

business segments to reinforce the responsibility of our executives and employees and to

maximize the effectiveness of these strategies through fair performance assessments and

rewards. Our new performance evaluation system integrates all the necessary processes, from

setting goals for production, distribution and management to managing performance and

rewarding employees.

Business Innovation

S e t t i n g
G o a l s

Evaluation and
R e w a r d s

M o n i t o r i n g

Evaluation and Rewards
- Mid-year review and year-end evaluation
- Organizational evaluation 

to determine production level
- Overseen by CEO

Monitoring
- Monitor target production goals
- Analyze critical success factor, 

key performance indicator
- Address issues and respond accordingly

New performance 
management process

Determining targets for the year ahead
- Executives performance management & 

Team key performance indicator

Planning for the year ahead
- Strategy building
- Management & Resource planning



Focus on the second home market and procurement 
of a distribution network

Producing tangible results in the Chinese market

China has become Hankook Tire’s second home market. Entry into the passenger care tire

(PCR) market confirmed Hankook Tire’s position as the nation’s top tire manufacturer. Over

248 distribution networks have been achieved in China as of the end of 2003. Expansion of

these channels and investment in facilities to accommodate the rapid increase in demand are

our current goals. 

■ Focus on penetrating the second home market and securing 
a distribution network

The two production bases located in Jiaxing and Jiangsu turned profitable after just two years

of operation. Sales reached 322.2 billion won with a recurring profit of 36 billion won in 2003,

thanks to a steady growth in sales and higher profitability. 

Hankook Tire is the current leader in China’s PCR tire market, with a number one market

share of 28%. High brand recognition and a strong presence in the Chinese market, along

with over 30% of the market share in original equipment (OE) tires, allowed us to supply OE

tires for 530,000 new cars, or about 2.66 million tires, in 2003.

■ Top PCR manufacturer / higher profits



Chinese Subsidiary

Implementation of Global Supply Chain in China

Launch of a global Enterprise Resource Planning project

Since the Chinese subsidiaries (main manufacturing facilities in Jiaxing and Jiangsu) were

established in 1996, production and sales capacities have recorded continuous growth. To

prepare the subsidiaries to better meet the demands of the digital and information eras, not

to mention challenges in marketing and sales, the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

project was launched in 2003 starting with the Jiaxing factory. Hankook Tire has also put mid

and long-term plans in place to assemble human power and resources in a bid to become a

leading company in China and the world.

■ Continuous facility and sales expansion

We further solidified our position as the leading manufacturer of passenger car tires in China

with tangible results in business innovation. This will pave the way to laying a foundation for

long-term growth and for our entry into the commercial vehicle tire market. Key conditions

were created for executing our PI-ERP Master Plan in China and we carried out initiatives

guiding the implementation of a Global Supply Chain. Our global management integration

infrastructure enables us to realize our business innovation efforts such as efficient profit

analysis, integrated business planning, cost and personnel management, and eff i c i e n t

capital and asset management. Acting as a driving force for improving efficiency in all

sectors, this infrastructure strengthens our “speedy management system”, improves

customer service, reduces costs, and maximizes work efficiency.

■ Results of Global Supply Chain implementation

Production Capacity in China Target Market Share in China

In Millions of tires

Growth rate



Business Strategies 2004

HANKOOK TIRE - A Market-Driven Company



Business Plan 2004

Sales

Operating Income

Percentage of Operating Income

Ordinary Income

Percentage of Ordinary Income

Net Income

Percentage of net income

1,676.9

170.4

10.2%

143.6

8.6%

101.5

6.1%

Achievements 2003

1,778.7

202.0

11.4%

163.6

9.2%

115.0

6.5%

2004 Plan

6.1%

18.5%

13.9%

13.3%

Percentage of Increase

Business Goals

Business plan 2004 

Our management strategy for 2004 is rooted in achieving growth through stable profits.

E fforts will focus on increasing sales, raising brand recognition, reducing costs, and

strengthening our crisis management capabilities. Sales growth and closer ties with our

customers and partners are to be achieved by increasing our market share in target areas

and by completing the restructuring of our sales channels. We aim to increase brand

recognition by expanding sales of Ultra High Performance (UHP) tires, upgrading the value

of Truck & Bus Radial (TBR) tires, and by successfully implementing our new brand

strategies.

We plan to achieve the goals of our Total Operational Performance (TOP) program ahead of

schedule and continue to restructure our production sector. By innovating our product

development process, we will maximize our operating efficiency and reduce costs. At the

same time, we will minimize financial costs through a risk management program. By

thoroughly being prepared for any threats facing the tire market, we will earn a reputation as

an exemplary organization in terms of crisis management.

■ Growth rooted in continuous profits

In Billions of Korean Won



This past year was a period of pivotal growth at Hankook Tire. Global brand awareness

strategies were put in motion. New goals and a new vision established. Our new Corporate

Identity unveiled. The results of research, surveys, and the analysis of several powerful

brands since 2002 allowed us to establish consistent, long-term, systematic brand

management programs. A Brand Management Committee was formed with representatives

from all departments including headquarters, research institutes, and factories. The

committee’s launch was part of an all-out effort to efficiently and systematically implement

global brand strategies by streamlining company-wide brand management activities and

sharing the results with all employees.

Establishing global brand strategies and promoting
systematic management

Our global brand strategy is based on the belief that customers identify themselves with a

powerful brand and gain confidence by using that brand. We offer all of our customers the

opportunity to experience tangible and intangible values through superior products. As a

company that has amassed valuable experience and know-how in the tire industry for over

six decades, Hankook Tire is now boosting its competitiveness by exploring markets and

developing new technologies. 

Creating a customer-oriented corporate culture

Market-Driven Company 
HANKOOK TIRE 

Building brand value



Taking the Initiative

Active implementation of progressive ideas

This is our motto for all aspects of our company including products,

service, customers and organization. It speaks to the progressive and

dynamic spirit that will allow us to always be at the forefront of the

industry.

Innovative Products & Quality

Innovative and specialized technologies

We strive to enhance our credibility and expertise by developing

innovative products in anticipation of market and customer needs, and by

creating a future-oriented image through the superior quality of our

products.

Fellowship

Priority customer relationship

We will build strong ties with our dealers, customers, Original Equipment

(OE) makers, and employees through a reciprocal and systematic

partnership.

Passion

Enthusiasm to be the best at what we do

Employees are inspired to be passionate about their profession. We

encourage them to attempt changes in the organization and thereby

become the driving force behind the company’s innovation. 

The term “Proactive Tireship” is the essence of the Hankook Tire brand. It

conveys our core value: pioneering ideas and execution to predict market trends

and customer needs ahead of others. All of our activities will be based on this

principle, with the aim of building customer-oriented brand assets and of creating

a progressive and dynamic corporate culture.

Hankook Tire aspires to differentiate and reinvigorate itself by adopting a

progressive mindset, providing innovative and quality products, building dynamic

relationships with our customers, and nurturing the passion of our employees.

■ New vision and goals

Establishing our image 

Building brand value



Our production facilities have been redesigned in response to new market needs.

Production lines at the Geumsan factory and the Chinese subsidiaries were restructured

in 2003 with the installation of production facilities for UHPT. BIAS tire production facilities

were removed due to an anticipated decrease in demand. This will allow us to

manufacture 2,300 UHPTs per day or 810,000 tires per year. As of February 2004, some

facilities were already in operation and we plan to complete the installation by late March.

Sales of UHPTs rose over 52.6% last year, boosted by an increasing number of orders

from abroad. We expect to see the European UHPT market double over the next five

years. In preparation for the growing demand in the high-inch market, we began

expanding UHPT manufacturing facilities at the Geumsan factory in February 2004 to

bring full production capacity to 7,200 tires per day by July 2005. As a result of these

efforts, we will increase our sales volume in Europe and the US to 4 million tires which

translates into a 4% market share. Over the mid to long-term, our goal is to attain a

minimum operating income rate of 30%. To this end, we will invest 161.6 billion won.

■ Ultra High Performance Tires: our strategic product
Improving profits through sales

Expansion Plan



Expansion Plan

Production capacity

•C a p a c i t y :4 . 8 In Millions of tires/year
•E m p l o y e e s :1 , 8 0 0
•A r e a : 3 4 6 , 0 2 3㎡

•C a p a c i t y :1 1 . 0 In Millions of tires/year
•E m p l o y e e s :2 , 7 0 0
•A r e a : 2 1 8 , 6 8 8㎡

J I A N G S U

J I A X I N G

•C a p a c i t y :23.0 In Millions of tires/year
•E m p l o y e e s :2 , 1 4 3
•A r e a : 3 4 2 , 1 6 2㎡

D a e j e o n

G e u m s a n

•C a p a c i t y :1 1 . 8 In Millions of tires/year
•E m p l o y e e s :1 , 0 5 7
•A r e a : 8 7 2 , 0 0 0㎡

In Millions of tires

Increase in production

UHPT

Korea (Daejeon, Geumsan): 34.8 In Millions of tires/year

China (Jiangsu, Jiaxing): 15.8 In Millions of tires/year

Gross production capacity: 50.6 In Millions of tires/year

Long-term sales forecast 
(China included)



Delivering 50 million US dollars in tires to world
renowned automakers every year

2003 saw a new growth momentum resulting from the steady increase in overseas OE

exports. We demonstrated our ability to supply over 2.66 million tires to world renowned

automakers at higher product prices that surpassed rising raw material costs. We also

managed to expand of our UHPT ratio and establish a partnership with the Michelin Group.

These results were especially valuable to us because they were achieved in spite of the

ongoing global economic slump and the bearish automotive market. We deliver 58 billion

won worth of tires each year to globally renowned automakers including Ford, Renault,

Volvo, Daihatsu, Mitsubishi and Volkswagen.



Expansion of overseas OE 

Results of OE delivery overseas

Y e a r

S u p p l i e d

C o m p a n y

2002

920

2003

2,666

2004

3,410

In Thousands of Tires





Partnership with the Michelin Group

Strategic alliance with the Michelin Group, 

the global leader of the tire industry

Our strategic alliance with the world’s number one tire manufacturer, the Michelin

Group, was established in June 2003. As a means of strengthening this partnership, an

open offer was made to Michelin to allow the purchase of up to 10% of Hankook Tire’s

outstanding shares.

The agreement includes cooperation in strategic manufacturing, distribution and

purchasing as well as Michelin extending its expertise in manufacturing run-flat tires

(PAX System), a market sector where it currently has the lead.  

Cooperation in strategic manufacturing allowed us to produce tires under the Michelin

brand, using our equipment and technology. The partnership provided us with the

opportunity to globally publicize our price competitiveness, high quality, and first-rate

manufacturing technologies. 

We will further promote our sales and marketing collaboration in Korea, Japan, the

Americas and Europe through cooperative distribution and as such have launched pilot

sales tests to devise win-win strategies.   

F i n a l l y, we plan to implement a joint purchasing system for IT services, facility

maintenance, and production equipment. We are also making efforts to benchmark and

create training programs on Michelin’s advanced purchasing techniques.



Solidifying domestic and foreign investors’ trust

Our investors place their trust in Hankook Tire. Our commitment to announcing monthly

results from our major business activities and to producing quarterly financial reports helps

maintain that trust. Our IR website provides information about Hankook Tire in real time. As

a result of our overseas IR activities such as conferences and road shows, we have

increased the equity ratio of foreign investors from 30% in early 2003 to 44.9% as of the end

of last year. By increasing the equity of prominent long-term investors like Morgan Stanley

Dean Witter Holdings Pte., Ltd. (Singapore) and Capital Group International, Inc. (CGII) to

more than 5%, we have moved to the center stage in the stock market. 

2003 IR 활동

IR Activities 2003

■ Hankook Tires shares vs. KOSPI KOSPI
HANKOOK TIRE



IR Summary 2003

•Improve the IR system structure and increase efficiency  

•Ongoing service improvement for important long-term investors, both domestic and foreign

•Maximize PR impact through cooperative PR and IR activities 

•Increase publicity of mid and long-term vision and values 

•Expand mutual communication with individual investors by building upon the IR website

Major IR Strategies 2004

1999

7.3%

2000

17.1%

2001

25.3%

2002

30.0%

2003

44.9%

Ratio of foreign investments by year

Capital Research International Conference 

Analysts Meeting 

Fund Managers Meeting 

Daiwa Securities / Hankook Tire briefing session 

Business site visits (Geumsan factory) 

CEO meeting (briefing meeting on business strategies and the strategic 

alliance with the Michelin Group)

Overseas Non-Deal Road Show (ABN AMRO Securities)

Domestic Non-Deal Road Show (Good Morning, Shinhan Securities)

CLSA Video Conference (four Asian investment companies)

Launch of IR website (opening events)

Announcement of first half-year results (Analysts Meeting)

Merrill Lynch Conference (meeting for foreign institutional investors from 

Hong Kong, Singapore and other countries)

Participation in a briefing session organized by Dongwon Securities

(Topic: Current State and Prospects of Advancement to China)

Feb. 7:

March 10:

April 8:

April 21:

May 12:

June 20:

June 23~27:

July 22~24:

July 25: 

Aug. 1:

Aug. 7:

Aug. 27~28:

Oct. 9:

2003 Major IR Activities

IR Activities 2003



Overview

Our sales and net income grew 6.2% and 46%, respectively, in 2003. Although there was

low domestic demand, we increased Hankook Ti r e ’s brand recognition and raised export

prices, while successfully carrying out the TOP project across all sectors. We improved our

financial structure by reducing our debt ratio to less than 72%. That in turn boosted our

operating income rate to more than 10% and we posted a net income of 101.5 billion won,

up 46% from the previous year, achieving our highest-ever surplus.

Sales

Gross sales amounted to 1.677 trillion won in 2003, up 6.2% from 1.579 trillion won recorded

in 2002. This can be attributed to the growing trade volume, higher overseas sales prices,

and an increase in the number of value-added products.

MD&A 2003

T i r e Export sales

Domestic sales

T o t a l

Other products

Housing sales

T o t a l

825.4

473.1

1,298.5

46.4

60.1

1,405.0

904.8

524.3

1,429.1

45.0

104.4

1,578.5

1,064.4

518.8

1,583.2

45.3

48.4

1,676.9

2001 2002 2003

In Billions of Korean Won

We achieved 700 millon US dollars in exports, due primarily to the expanding sales volume

of value-added UHPTs and growing sales in North America and Europe. 

Sales of UHPTs grew 52.6% last year while exports to North America and Europe increased

21.8% and 26.1% respectively due to higher tire export prices, which rose 7% to 8%

because of improved quality and increased brand recognition.

North America

Mid-South America

A s i a

E u r o p e

Other areas

Local sales

Domestic sales

T o t a l

177.7

101.2

191.9

250.8

31.0

72.9

579.5

1,405.0

227.8

70.3

205.6

290.4

36.8

73.9

673.7

1,578.5

277.4

64.2

220.6

366.3

42.1

93.8

612.5

1,676.9

2001 2002 2003

In Billions of Korean Won



MD&A 2003

While interest profits from non-operating profits decreased slightly in 2003, there was a

3.2% increase in non-operating profits from the previous year, to 72.7 billion won. Non-

operating expenses remained close to the same level as last year. An increase in our

non-operating income is primarily attributed to a profit of 10.8 billion won, resulting from

selling our equity in the Jiangsu subsidiary to the Jiaxing subsidiary (gain on disposition of

securities according to the Equity Act). Gains on foreign currency exchanges showed a

decrease of 5.9 billion won because of an increased Won/Dollar exchange rate, while

gains on foreign forward transactions were down 2.1 billion won due to the rapid

exchange rate fluctuations of the Euro. Interest expenses decreased 47%, or 18.9 billion

won due primarily to a decrease in the loan scope, while non-operating expenses

remained almost the same as last year due to an impairment loss of 6.7 billion won

stemming from a plunge in prices of available-for-sale securities, as well as forward

trading losses of 5.6 billion won resulting from fluctuations in the Euro exchange rate. 

Recurring profit increased 93.5% this year, or 69.4 billion won to 143.6 billion won, while

the recurring profit rate stood at 8.6%. Current net income expanded 46%, from 69.5

billion won in 2002 to 101.5 billion won. Net income rates were low compared to ordinary

income rates because of the appreciation of extraordinary income of 18.5 billion won in

2002.

■ Non-operating profits and losses / recurring profits / extraordinary 
profits and losses / net income

In 2003, our operating income increased 65%, or 67.1 billion won from the previous year,

to 170.4 billion won. Basic growth factors including increased prices for rubber and

carbon black due to fluctuating natural rubber prices and international oil prices as well as

especially surging product prices that would cover the increase in the price of raw

materials, higher UHPT ratio, and the effects of our partnership with the Michelin Group

continued throughout 2003.

■ Cost of sales & sales and administrative expenses / operating income

Profits

S a l e s

Cost of sales & 

sales and administrative expenses

Operating income

Percentage of Operating Income

2001

1,405

1,286

119

8.5%

2002

1,578.5

1,475.2

103.3

6.5%

2003

1,676.9

1,506.5

170.4

10.2%

In Billions of Korean Won
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Executives

Organization

Organization
structure

Chairman

Chief Executive Officers

Executive Vice Presidents

Vice Presidents

Number of employees

Cho Yang Rai

Cho Choong Hwan, Kim Hwi Joong

Suh Seung Hwa, Kim Gwan Hun, Jin Seung Do, Cho Hyun Shick

Lee Jong Chul, Kim Ui ha, Lee Jae Pyo, Lee Je Se, 

Woo Yeong Soo, Cho Hyun Bum

4,422 (excluding 1,732 contract workers)

Marketing Division

Domestic Sales Division

Overseas Sales Division 

Production Division 

Research & 
Technology Division 

Management 
Support Division 

Finance, HR & 
Administration Department 

Corporate Strategy 
Department

Marketing & Sales Support

Domestic Sales (tires for replacement and new cars)

Overseas Sales (US, Europe, tires for new foreign-made cars, 

China, other regions)

Daejeon Factory, Geumsan Factory

R&D, Engineering

Purchasing, PI (Performance Innovation)

Finance, General Affairs, Personnel

Strategic Planning

CEO

COMPANY ORGANIZATION



Cho Choong Hwan
•Seoul National University, 

Department of Law
•Chief Executive Officer

Kim Hwi Joong

•Seoul National University, 
Department of Applied 
Chemistry

•Hankook Tire, CEO
•Head of Research &

Technology Division

Suh Seung Hwa

•Hankuk University of
Foreign Studies,
Department of Politics and 
Diplomacy   

•Hankook Tire, Executive
Vice President 

•Head of Marketing Division

Jin Seung Do

•Yonsei University, Business
Administration

•Hankook Tire, Executive
Vice President

•Head of Domestic Sales
Division 

Cho Hyun Shick

•Syracuse University,
Department of Economics 

•Hankook Tire, Executive
Vice President

•Head of Overseas Sales
Division

Lee Jong Chul

•Korea University, 
Department of Business
Administration 

•Hankook Tire, Vice 
President

•Head of Finance, HR &
Administration Department

Lee Jae Pyo

•Korea University,
Department of Mathematics

•Hankook Tire, Vice
President

•Head of Management 
Support Division 

Kim Ui Ha

•Sungkyunkwan University,
Department of Chemical
Engineering 

•Hankook Tire, Vice President
•Head of Production Division
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COMPANY PROFILE

Established: May, 1941

647-15, Yeoksam-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, 135-723, Korea

Tel: 82-2-2222-1000

Fax: 82-2-2222-1100

http://www.hankooktire.co.kr

Paid-in Capital: 75.09 billion won

Stock: 150.19 million stocks

Preferred Stock: -

Total Stocks Issued: 150.19 million stocks

Number of Employees: 
4,422 employees (1,732 contract workers not included)

Business Area
Tires; Batteries; Alloy Wheels; Tire Manufacturing facilities; Brake Pad 

Lining; e-Business

Domestic
Sales - 35 branches for domestic sales OEM sales

Technology/ R&D, Central R&D Institute

Production - two plants (Geumsan and Daejeon Plants)

Overseas
Sales - 10 subsidiaries, six branches

Technology/ R&D - four technology centers (US/ Europe/ China / Japan)

Production - two manufacturing facilities (Jiangju and Jianxing Plants, 

China)

Subsidiaries
Korea Storage Battery, Ltd - Automotive & industrial-batteries

ASA Co., Ltd - Alloy wheels for automobiles

Daehwa Eng. & Machinery Co., Ltd.-Tire manufacturing facilities

Hanta M&B Co., Ltd. - Brake pads & linings

emFrontier, Inc. - e-Business, systems management, system integration,       

IT-related fields.

Domestic Business

Geumsan Plant
The Geumsan Plant is equipped with 21st century automated facilities, 

based on the green factory concept, with construction started in 1994 

and completed in October 1997. With a present large-scale production 

capacity of 11.7 million tires per year, the plant is a core manufacturing 

facility for Hankook Tire strategic products.

Daejeon Plant
Completed in 1979, the Daejeon Plant specializes in manufacturing radial    

tires. Boasting the world’s largest scale production capacity of 22.6 

million tires each year, it was a driving force for the rapid growth of 

Hankook Tire in the 1980s. The plant is currently being restructured to 

respond more effectively to the continuous changes in the market 

environment.  

Central R&D Institute
Established in 1982, the Central R&D Institute has been living up to its 

role as a pioneer in the domestic tire research industry because of its 

high-tech equipment and qualified researchers. It is committed to putting 

creative research and development at the center of Hankook Tire’s R&D 

activities, in order to lead the world tire technologies. 

Overseas Manufacturing Subsidiaries

Hankook Tire China Co., Ltd
Established in 1996 in the special economic development zone in Jiaxing, 

Zhejiang Province, China, this plant manufactures 11 million radial tires 

per year. Production facilities will be further expanded to increase 

production capacity and to meet the demands of the Chinese automotive 

market, as well as global markets, based on the company global 

marketing strategies.

Jiangsu Hankook Tire Co., Ltd
This was the first overseas manufacturing facility established by Hankook 

Tire, after acquiring a tire company located in Jiangsu, China in 1996. The 

plant manufactures 3.6 million radial tires and 1.2 million bias tires per 

year. By 2006, it will be equipped with a manufacturing facility capable of 

producing 9.62 million tires per year, including truck and bus radial tires.

Overseas R&D Centers

Akron Technology R&D Center
Established in 1990 in Akron, Ohio, US, a mecca of the tire industry, this is 

the first overseas R&D center established by Hankook Tire, with the aim 

of learning advanced technologies and developing products suitable for 

North America. Equipped with high-tech research facilities and test 

equipment, Akron Technology R&D Center is playing a critical role in 

building the company’s world-class technologies.

Europe Technology R&D Center
Established in Hanover, Germany in 1997, the R&D Center conducts a 

number of research activities, designed to target the specific consumer 

demands and driving needs of the European market. 

China Technology R&D Center
The R&D Center was established in Jiaxing, Zhejiang Province, China, in 

1998, to develop tires suitable for the climates and road conditions in 

China as well as other Asian countries.

Japan Technology Liaison Office
This office was opened in Osaka, Japan, in March 2002, to acquire 

technology information suitable for the Japanese market, and to conduct 

research and product development activities.
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May. 1941  Established Hanseon Tire Industries

Oct. 1942  Began manufacturing tires at the 

Yeongdeungpo Plant, with a production 

capacity of 110,000 tires/year

Jan. 1962  Began the first-ever export of tires from 

Korea

Mar. 1965  Received KS Marks for all products 

Feb. 1968  Changed the company name to Hankook 

Tire Manufacturing

Dec. 1968  Listed on the Korea Stock Exchange

Jan. 1974  Developed Radial tires; the first passenger 

car tire in Korea

Aug. 1975  Developed Korea’s first steel Radial tires 

Jan. 1977  Completed the construction of the Incheon 

Plant, specialized for manufacturing tubes

Nov. 1977  Acquired Korea Storage Battery

Oct. 1979  Completed the construction of the Daejeon 

Plant, with a production capacity of 6,500 

tires/day

Aug. 1980  Exported tires worth more than $100 million 

USD – a first in the domestic tire 

manufacturing industry

Sep. 1981  Established a sales affiliate in the United 

States (HANAM)

Oct. 1982  Established a Central R&D Center

Nov. 1985  Installed tire test tracks 

Jul. 1989   Developed Korea’s first 65-series tires 

(OPTIMOPLUS)

May. 1990  Received the Best Corporation award from 

the Korea Management Association

Oct. 1990  Manufactured over 100 million tires - the 

most ever produced in Korea

Nov. 1990  Developed foam rubber tires for the first 

time in Korea (NORDIK)

Nov. 1990  Established Akron Technology Center 

(Akron, U.S.A.)

Jan. 1991   Joined the top ten international tire makers

Apr. 1991  Contributed to the development of a rocket 

for scientific observation

May. 1991  Manufactured and distributed Korea’s first 

50.55 series tires

Feb. 1992  Established Dae Wha Industrial

Jul. 1992   Initiated sales of alloy wheels

Sep. 1993  Received GD Marks, resulting in an award 

from the Prime Minister of Korea

Nov. 1993  Established an affiliate in Canada 

Mar. 1994  Received ISO9001 Certification

Nov. 1995  Manufactured over 200 million tires – the 

most ever produced in Korea

Nov. 1995  Exported tires worth more than $500 million 

USD

Mar. 1996  Established an affiliate in France

May. 1996  Established an affiliate in the Netherlands 

Nov. 1996  Held groundbreaking ceremonies for the 

Jiaxing, China plant 

Nov. 1996  Held groundbreaking ceremonies for the 

Jiangsu, China plant

Jan. 1997   Established ASA

May. 1997  Opened the Europe Technology R&D Center

Sep. 1997  Received QS9000 certification 

(Headquarters, R&D Center, Daejeon Plant 

and Geumsan Plant)

Oct. 1997  Completed the first stage of construction for 

the Geumsan Plant

Jan. 1998  Received ISO14001 certification (Daejeon and 

Geumsan plants)

Apr. 1998  Developed Silica tires for the first time in Korea

Jul. 1998 Established the China Technology R&D Center 

(CTC)

Oct. 1998  Presented with the KMAM Management 

Innovation Award (the second consecutive year 

to receive KMAM awards, the best CEO Award)

Dec. 1998  Selected as one of the Top 30 Corporate 

Information Companies, 1998 by the Ministry of 

Information and Communication

Jan. 1999  Started providing tires to Daihatsu for small 

vans 

Jan. 1999  Began construction of a distribution center in 

Rotterdam, the Netherlands (EDC)

Feb. 1999  Received ISO14001 environment system 

certification for the Geumsan Plant

Mar. 1999  Awarded the highest ratings among 

competitors at tire tests in Germany and 

Greece

Mar. 1999  Successfully developed Runflat tires 

May. 1999  Held ceremonies for the completion of plants in 

Jiangsu and Jiaxing, China 

May. 1999  Received the Best Productivity Award from the 

Korea Productivity Center,  in the Large 

Company Corporate Information category

Jun. 1999  Began providing tires to the Ford Motor 

Company

Jul. 1999  Developed the Black Bird V, the first high-

speed VR tire in Korea

Jul. 1999  Provided tires to the Ford Motor Company 

bearing the Hankook Tire name, a first among 

Asian tire manufacturers

Nov. 1999  Received ISO9002 certification at the Jiaxing 

Plant, China 

Nov. 1999  Received the best Korea Industrial Design 

Award (VENTUS K102)

Dec. 1999  Presented with the Golden Tower Industrial 

Award in commemoration of the 36th 

Commerce Day 

Mar.  2000  Named as the Best Brand Power Company by 

Korea Management Association

Mar.  2000  The K406 tire series was selected as the most 

recommendable tire at the Auto-Bild tire test, 

Germany

Apr.  2000  Closed the Yeongdeungpo Plant

Jun.  2000  Received the Korea Marketing Award from the 

Korea Management Association

Jul.   2000  Launched the ERP Project

Aug.  2000  Established the emFrontier Corporation

Aug.  2000  Received the Q1 Award from the Ford Motor 

Company (Daejeon Plant)

Dec.  2000  Presented with the President Award at the 

second Korea Design Management Contest

Mar. 2001  The Blackbird V series was selected as the Best 

Brand Power product by Korea Management 

Association

Jun. 2001  Completed the construction of the Europe 

Distribution Center (EDC)

Jul. 2001  Received the Best Marketing Award from the 

Korea Management Association, for the Ventus 

tire series marketing campaign 

Jul. 2001  Joined international e-trade RNC

Aug. 2001  Opened the ERP system

Sep. 2001  Developed the Ventus Sports K104

Nov. 2001  Received the Quality Management Award at the 

national Quality Contest (Daejeon Plant)

Nov. 2001  Began manufacturing the Nordic 3000, 

designed for winter driving conditions 

Dec. 2001  Selected as an excellent company in the 

corporate information sector

Dec. 2001  Received the best Global Marketing Award 

from the Seoul Economic Daily

Mar. 2002  Selected as an official tire for Formula 3 races, 

Italy

Apr. 2002  The K701 received very good results from tire 

tests conducted by ADAC Magazine

Apr. 2002  Expanded the TBR production line at the 

Jiangsu factory, China

May. 2002  The LTRRA08 was selected Best Product at the 

European magazine tire test

Oct. 2002  Opened the Europe ERP (Europe headquarters 

and German affiliate)

Oct. 2002  Received the silver award at the National 

Quality Management Contest (Daejeon Plant)

Nov. 2002  Participated in the Seoul International Motor 

Show 2002

Feb. 2003  Appointed as an official tire for the North 

American SCCA

Apr. 2003  CEO Chung-hwan Cho was named as the Best 

Korean CEO

Apr.    2003  Began manufacturing XQ Optimo, a high class 

passenger car tire

May. 2003  Received ISO/TS16949 quality management 

system certification 

Jun. 2003  Established a partnership with Michelin 

Jul. 2003  Provided Ford F150 tires

Nov. 2003  Started manufacturing Icebear W300 in Korea, 

designed for winter driving conditions

Nov. 2003  Received the Export Tower for exceeding $600 

million USD in exports

Dec. 2003  Exceeded $700 million USD in exports

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
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1.  CANADA ─ TORONTO
2.  U.S.A. ─ AKRON 
3.  U.S.A. ─ NEWJERSEY 
4.  U.S.A. ─ L.A 
5.  U.S.A. ─ ATLANTA 
6.  U.S.A. ─ CHICAGO
7.  U.S.A. ─ DALLAS
8.  U.S.A. ─ DETROIT
9.  MEXICO ─ MEXICOCITY 

10. PANAMA ─ PANAMA
11. BRAZIL ─ SAOPAULO 

1. JAPAN ─ OSAKA
2. CHINA ─ SHANGHAI
3. AUSTRALIA ─ SYDNEY

1.  U.K ─ LONDON
2.  GERMANY ─ ISENBERG
3.  GERMANY ─ LANGENHAGEN 
4.  NETHERANDS ─ ROTTERDAM
5.  FRANCE ─ LYON
6.  ITALIA ─ MILAN
7.  SPAIN ─ MADRID
8.  EGYPT ─CAIRO 
9.  SAUDI ARABIA ─ JEDDAH
10. U.A.E. ─ DUBAI 

①

② ③

①

②

③

⑤

⑥

⑨

⑩

⑪

⑧

⑨

⑩

④

⑦

④

②

⑦

①

⑥

⑤ ③

⑧
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U.S.A. ─ AKRON 
HANKOOK TIRE AKRON TECHNICAL CENTER
3535 FOREST LAKE DRIVE
UNIONTOWN, OHIO 44685
TEL:1-330-896-5295 FAX:1-330-896-6597

U.S.A. ─ NEWJERSEY 
HANKOOK TIRE AMERICA CORP.
1450 VALLEY ROAD, WAYNE, 
NEW JERSEY 07470 
TEL: 1-973-633-9000 FAX : 1-973-633-0028

U.S.A. ─ L.A 
HANKOOK TIRE AMERICA L.A. DISTRIBUTION
CENTER
11555 ARROW ROUTE SUITE 105
RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CA 91730
TEL:1-909-481-9800 FAX:1-909-481-8536

U.S.A. ─ ATLANTA 
HANKOOK TIRE AMERICA CORP.
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL OFFICE
3867 HOLCOME BRIDGE ROAD, SUITE 
#7 NORCROSS, GA 30092 U.S.A.
TEL:1-678-291-0657 FAX:1-678-291-9838

U.S.A. ─ CHICAGO 
HANKOOK TIRE AMERICA CENTRAL 
REGIONAL OFFICE 
BARRINGTON POINTE 2300 
N.BARRINGTON ROAD HOFFMAN ESTATES 
TEL:1-847-310-0189 FAX:1-847-310-0492  

U.S.A. ─ DALLAS
HANKOOKTIRE AMERICA SOUTH 
CENTRAL OFFICE
2000 EAST LAMAR BLVD., SUITE 270
ARLINGTON, TEXAS, U.S.A
TEL:1-817-460-6400 FAX:1-817-460-3090

U.S.A. ─ DETROIT 
HANKOOK TIRE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT OFFICE
38777 WEST SIX MILE ROAD, SUITE
#301 LIVONIA, MICHIGAN 48152 USA
TEL:1-734-542-1460 FAX:1-734-542-1461

U.K ─ LONDON
HANKOOK TYRE U.K.LTD.
NENE HOUSE, SOPWITH WAY
DRAYTON FIELDS DAVENTRY
NORTHANTS, NN11 5PB U.K.
TEL:44-1327-304-100 FAX:44-1327-304-110

CANADA ─ TORONTO
HANKOOK TIRE CANADA CORP.
6485 KENNEDY RD. MISSISSAUGA, 
ONT, L5T 2W4 CANADA
TEL:1-905-670-1811 FAX:1-905-670-7050

JAPAN ─ OSAKA
HANKOOK TIRE JAPAN CORP.
7TH FL, NANIWASUJI CHUO BLDG.2-2
2-CHOME NISHIHOMACHI, NISHI-KU,
OSAKA, JAPAN
TEL:81-66-538-5720 FAX:81-66-538-7766

GERMANY ─ ISENBERG
HANKOOK REIFEN DEUTSCHLAND GMBH
SIEMENSSTR. 5A 
63263 NEU-ISENBURG
TEL:49-6102-59982-00 FAX:49-6102-59982-48

GERMANY ─ LANGENHAGEN 
HANKOOK TIRE EUROPE TECHNICAL CENTER
MUENCHNER STRASSE 40E, 30855 
LANGENHAGEN, GERMANY
TEL:49-511-646-09712 FAX:49-511-646-09777 

NETHERANDS ─ ROTTERDAM
HANKOOK TIRE NETHERLANDS B.V.
KOERILENSTRAAT2 3199LR,
DISTRIPARK, MAASVLAKTE, ROTTERDAM
THE NETHERLANDS HAVENNUMMER 9018
TEL:001-31-181-353-010 FAX:001-31-181-353-012

FRANCE ─ LYON
HANKOOK TIRE FRANCE SARL
CENTRAL PARC 11 (7 EME ETAGE)
115 BOULEVARD STALINGRAD
69100 VILLEURBANNE, FRANCE 
TEL:33-4-72-69-76-41 FAX:33-4-78-94-15-72

ITALIA ─ MILAN
HANKOOK TIRE ITALIA S.R.L.
CENTRO DIREZIONALE COLLEONI, 
PALAZZO LIOCORNO 2
VIA PARACELSO, 4
20041 AGRATE BRIANZA(MI), ITALY
TEL:39-39-684-6321 FAX:39-39-609-1372

AUSTRALIA ─ SYDNEY
HANKOOK TYRE AUSTRALIA PTY.,LTD.
SUITE 703, 140 ARTHUR ST.,NORTH
SYDNEY N.S.W. 2060, AUSTRALIA
TEL:61-2-9929-0928 FAX:61-2-9929-7670

SPAIN ─MADRID
HANKOOK ESPANA S.A.
C/ARTURO SORIA, 343,
9 IZDA.
28033 MADRID, SPAIN 
TEL:34-91-383-5523 FAX:34-91-766-1910

EGYPT ─ CAIRO 
HANKOOK TIRE CO.,LTD.CAIRO OFFICE
FLAT NO. 41 EL-GEZIRA TOWER NO.1
EL-SAADAT ACADEMY ST. MAADI FIRST
ENTRANCE CAIRO, EGYPT 
TEL:001-202-526-5990 FAX:001-202-526-2233

U.A.E ─DUBAI 
HANKOOK TIRE CO.,LTD.DUBAI OFFICE
603, ARBIFT TOWER, BANIYAS ST.
P.O. BOX 15097, DEIRA DUBAI, U.A.E.
TEL:971-4-2224346 FAX:971-4-2243190

SAUDI ARABIA ─ JEDDAH
HANKOOK TIRE CO.,LTD. JEEDAH
OFFICE P.O.BOX 5922 JEDDAH 21432
SAUDI ARABIA 
TEL:966-2-6806160 FAX:966-2-6806468

PANAMA ─PANAMA
HANKOOK TIRE PANAMA S.A.
EDIFICIO PROCONSA 11A-B CALLE 50
PANAMA CITY / R. DE PANAMA 
TEL:001-507-263-3008 FAX:001-507-263-3006

BRAZIL ─ SAOPAULO 
HANKOOK TIRE DO BRASIL COMERCIAL LTDA
RUA FUNCHAL 573, CONJ, 43/44, 4
ANDAR-V.OLIMPIA
CEP 04551-060,SAO PAULO-SP-BRASIL 
TEL:001-55-11-3045-0544 FAX:001-55-11-3045-2119

MEXICO ─ MEXICOCITY 
BOSQUES DE CIRUELOS #180
PISO 9. COL. BOSQUES DE LAS LOMAS
CP. 11700, MEXICO, D.F. 
TEL:001-52-55-5596-6235 FAX:001-52-55-5596-6245

CHINA ─SHANGHAI
HANKOOK TIRE CHINA REGIONAL
HEADQUARTERS
ROOM 1502 NEW CAO HE JING TOWER
509 CAO BAO ROAD 200233, SHANGHAI, CHINA 
TEL : 86-21-6495-7488 FAX : 86-21-6495-2899  

OVERSEAS NETWORK


